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LEADERS



SAFER INTERNET DAY 2016

Hello , welcome to our e- safety 

assembly to help you keep safe on 

the computer. We are going to show  

you how you can play your part to 

make the internet a better place. 



DO YOU USE ANY OF THESE WEBSITES?



What would you do if 

the internet stopped?



DO YOU FEEL SAFE ON THE 

INTERNET?



SMART INTERNET 

Safe

Meeting

Accepting

Reliable

Tell



AFE
.SAFE:

To be safe you need to keep your 

password safe . To keep your  

password safe you need to have 

Numbers and capital letters for it to 

be strong .



CCEPTING
Accepting:

Make sure you get Mum or Dad before opening 

any emails, text messages or answering any 

phone calls if you don’t know who it is.

If you do get an email from 

someone you don’t know ,then

delete it. 



EETING
Meeting:

Never meet someone who you have 

been talking to on the computer. Its 

also very bad and could get you into 

trouble. 

Never trust anyone from the internet , 

they might not be who they say they 

are!!



ELIABLE
Reliable:

Things you find on the internet may not be true. 

For example:

You want to do homework on the computer and 

you find an interesting bit of information. You 

want to use it but it may not be true. Can you rely 

on it or not?



ELL
Tell:

If someone sends  you a horrible 

message tell your mum or dad  or 

someone who you can trust if you 

don’t feel safe.



POSTER COMPETITION!

This year we are having an E – Safety poster competition which 

starts today until the 22nd of February .We will announce the 

winners on the first singing assembly after half term Here  is 

an example of what you can do .We are picking one girl and 

one boy. The digital leaders and Mrs Goodwin will choose the 

winners !

Their posters will be shown in the upper school library !!





CYBER SENSE POEM
I have a secret ,

Whenever I’m  online 

I do not share with others 

The things that are just mine .

My email and my home address, 

My phone and  school and name ,

These facts are just for me to know 

On websites or in games



Instead I use my nonsense name 

As my  net identity.

When people ask me who I am

I say , “I’m cyber-me”

And when I want to surf  the web

For places  that are cool,

I get some help from mom or dad 

Or teachers from my school 



THANK YOU!

Thank you for watching the 

6GH digital leaders 

assembly about safer 

internet day 2016.

Have fun, but stay SAFE!


